
Year 1:  Autumn  1 

Link 1:   know how to jog, run, sprint 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: jog, run sprint 

Learn the term ‘jog’, ‘run’ and ‘sprint’.  

Learn how to play some ‘tig’ games   https://www.bl.uk/playtimes/articles/chasing-games 

Learn how to jog, how to pick up their feet and arms. Similarly, learn how to run and how to sprint.  
Discuss the best type of run is best for each game.  
 
  

Link 2:   know how to jump in different ways 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: jog, run, sprint,  

Revise some ways of running and playing ‘tig’.  
Play the Beans Game, build in jumping activities. How many Jumps and Hops.? Try to beat targets using dice. 
Watch a video of the standing long jump. Learn about the skills you need ie height from the board. Learn how to 
take off with two feet and land on two feet.  
Create a chart from which they can measure their jumps each week.  
Learn that they can also jump by taking off on one leg and landing on two. Try it out and help each other to 
improve.  
Learn that they can also jump vertically. Test out if it is better to take off on one foot or two.  
Discuss good jumping style.  
 
 
 

Link 3:   know how to throw in different ways 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: jog, run sprint 

Revise some ways of running and playing ‘tig’.  
Revise some ways of jumping. 
Play bounce Catch and Clap catch games. 
Pairs competition – kneeling throw, seated throw, standing throw. 
Learn how to throw underhand and overhand.  
Discuss how to increase distance.  
 
 

Link 4:   know about pace/speed 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: jog, run sprint 

Revise some ways of running and playing ‘tig’.  
Revise some ways of jumping and throwing.  
Pacing activities – can you finish at right time.? 
Endurance challenge – complete various circuits. 
Discuss how to maintain pace.  
 

 
 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      Know how to measure and improve the lengths or jumps 

and throws and the speed of runs 

https://www.bl.uk/playtimes/articles/chasing-games


Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: jog, run sprint 

Revise some ways of running and playing ‘tig’.  
Revise some ways of jumping and throwing.  
Bean Bag Accuracy Throw – increase distance of target each time. Discuss how to throw accurately. 
Mini Competition. (possibly against other Y1 Class). 
Children in 5 teams. Each team score points and keep adding throughout 5 stations. 
- Sprint Relay           - Jumping.              - Throwing accuracy.                  - Throwing distance.              - Non stop running. 
Calculate scores. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 1:  Autumn  2 

Link 1:   know how to throw, catch and pass a soft netball from a short distance 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways 

Show a video clip of people passing and catching a soft netball ball.  

Observe the motion of catching and passing. Practise catching using both hands with light balls from someone 

around a metre away. Understand the idea of persistence and resilience and practising until you get better. Observe 

each other and show how to improve catching skills.  

Learn how to complete a chest pass to their friend who tries to catch it. Try and repeat whilst moving down the hall, 

the passer cannot move but the catcher can. Understand how the catcher’s movement can help the passer by 

getting closer.  

Try the passing and catching with different balls e.g. soft balls, tennis balls etc. Learn that each ball has a different 

weight and size and that it is a different skill to pass and catch them.  

Show pupils how to catch two-handed and bring the ball into the body. Learn how to pass the balls so that people 

can catch them.  

Understand is that the aim is to work together to make a completed pass. Count completed passes.  

Write about how to pass and catch a ball.  

 

Link 2:   know how to throw, pass and catch a ball from a 2m away 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways 

Show a video clip of people passing and catching a soft netball.  

Revise what they have learnt so far about passing from a short distance.  

Look at how to pass underhand. Extend the distance to approx. 2 metres and discuss the techniques they might use. 

Practise with different-sized balls. Evaluate after each size of ball how they have done and how they can improve 

their passing or catching technique.   

Learn the idea of a chest pass and how to catch with both hands. Children to work in pairs. They have 2 spots about 

a metre apart and then give each pair a ball. Show the children how to do a chest pass and the children start off 

doing this. Stop them and then get the children to sit down on their spots. Children to practise rolling the ball to one 

another in a straight line. Stop the children and get them to go up onto their knees and show the children how to do 

a gentle overhead pass. Each time children are encourage to be ready to catch the ball and not move from their 

spots. 

Practise passing underhand with balls.  

Learn how to pass whilst standing and their partner is moving.  

Learn how to move a ball up and down a court by passing the ball. 

 

 

Link 3:   know how to score a goal in modified netball 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways 



Show a video clip of people passing and catching a soft netball ball.  

Revise what they have learnt so far about passing from a short distance and at a longer distance.  

Learn how to throw a soft netball in the air to score a goal. 

Modify goal scoring e.g. someone standing on a bench to learn about the trajectory for throwing a ball upwards.  

Try, with modified, shorter netball posts, to score a goal into a net.  

Try walking, jogging, running down an area passing the ball to each other as they move down the hall before 

attempting a goal.  Evaluate if this is easier or more difficult than from standing still. 

Try repeating with different-sized balls. Repeat in different ways e.g. running down the pitch, alternate standing 

and walking etc.  

Practise shooting. Combine moving down the pitch ending up shooting goal.  

Set up a bench at each end of the hall. Explain about working as a team. You need to throw the ball to your team 

members and try to get it to the person on the bench to score a point. Spread the children out around the hall in 

small groups of 6. Stop at relevant parts to give explanations.  

Write about how they can score a goal.  

 

 

Link 4:   know how to defend in modified netball/bench ball 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways 

Show a video clip of people passing and catching a soft netball ball.  

Revise what they have learnt so far about passing from a short distance and at a longer distance.  

Learn how to throw a soft netball in the air to score a goal. 

Without balls learn how to defend against two people on the other team. 

Understand the idea of marking. Watch how professional sports people mark their opponents.  

Learn how to move, without touching someone, to make it harder for them to pass the ball.  

 

 
 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Play a small-sided game of bench ball/net ball 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways 

Revise what they have learnt so far about passing from a short distance and at a longer distance; how to throw a 

soft netball in the air to score a goal. 

Play a small-sided game of bench ball or modified netball.   

 

 

 

 



Year 1:  Spring  1 

Link 1:   know how to mirror the moves of someone else 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking.  

Children work with partner on a mat and Mirror their partner’s actions. Swap partners. Discuss Mirroring. 

Match and mirror someone’s arm movements and positions of the hands. 

Children leave mats and look at different ways of travelling around the room – slide, use of back, hop, walk, side 

step, knees, crawl etc. Move travel onto apparatus. (set up – platform with 2 benches attached). 

Watch a video of synchronised gymnastics. Focusing on fingers and arm positions, mirror and match other 

children’s movements and positions. Focus on mirroring moves 

Children then work with a partner and introduce Mirrored travelling onto apparatus.  

 

Link 2:   know the idea of extension and tension in balance 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking.  

Revise mirroring. Discuss certain animals and insects – how many points touch the floor? 

Travel around the room in different ways when dice is rolled, that number of points must touch the floor.  

Discuss the importance of tension and extension in balance. Work with a partner and show favourite balance – 

partner observes and test for tension and extension. 

Practise balancing on one leg, on one leg and 2 arms, on one leg and 2 arms, on a line in the gym, on the wide part 

of a bench, on the narrow part of the bench. Try and improve the balancing aspect from last week and check off if 

successful. 

Move onto apparatus – travel up bench and at platform – perform favourite balances.  

 

Link 3:   know the idea of flight and synchronicity 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking.  

Revise mirroring and extension.  

Learn about flight and synchronicity. Travel up the bench and jump off.  

Rotate apparatus and build in all jumps.  

Progress to add a balance on the top of the bench. 

Children swim around the room, when croc is released they have 10 seconds to climb onto apparatus. Then jump 

back in the water (specify the type of shape children must make). 

 

Link 4:   know what ‘tuck’, ‘pike’ and ‘straddle’ means 



Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle 

Revise mirroring and extension and flight.  

Learn about flight and synchronicity. Travel up the bench and jump off.  

Watch a video of gymnasts presenting to the judges before their exercise and presenting at the end. Replicate this 

together. Explain that they are going to practise some gymnastic shapes and moves. BAGA award badges 8 and 7.  

Revise how to sit/stand in tuck, pike, straddle positions.  

Jump in and out of a hoop presenting to the judges. ‘Bunny’ jump from crouching.  

Rock backwards and forwards in tuck position.  

Walk forwards on a bench on tip toes.  

Explore patterns and move around the room using patterns with scarves and ribbons. Practise their movements and 

improve them. Evaluate with others how they have done.  

Watch a video of gymnasts performing jumps in tuck, straddle and pike positions. Learn the terms. Jump off a 

bench trying to perform these positions. Learn how to sit and move and incorporate a jump in one or more of the 

positions. Learn to present at the start and at the end of the sequence 

Write sentences about what they need to work on next time.  

 
 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Sequence mirrored jumps and movements with a partner 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle 

Revise mirroring and extension and flight. Revise balances and the 3 main gymnastic positions. 

Try out some sequences of moves using all of the skills we have learnt so far and evaluate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 1:  Spring  2 

Link 1:   know how to stretch up and down to music 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle-  

‘Starting to dance’ - Exploring basic body movement and travelling, learning about warming up and cooling down. 

Pupils learn and develop how to control their own movement on the spot and travelling.  

Learn to dance in pairs or small groups which includes basic forwards and backwards movement and turning on the 

spot and a combination of these in a travelling pattern.  

Warm up - basic walking around the room, stop and freeze in different shape positions, then move to either a jog or 
skip in a whole class circle and then going the opposite direction in the circle. Ask children to be aware of where 
they are in the room, using eyes to watch we don’t collide and asking them to think about how the body is starting 
to feel. Try to link the warm up to getting out of breath, explain why and begin to introduce the heart beating faster. 
Children need to start to notice changes in the body through dance both in warm up activity and throughout the 
lesson to cool down. 
 
Begin with the children spread out across the studio then start with exploring the following basic actions: 
watch the teacher perform each action and copy sequence 1 - include movements which are stretching upwards and 
reaching then leaning sideways with arms above the heads, crouching down and slowly rising, curling inwards and 
opening out, jumping from 2 feet to 2 feet, keep this set of actions mainly on the spot before the next sequence  
 
Encourage the pupils to use the whole body reaching through to the end of the toes and fingers: feeling like the 
head is a balloon and our spine is lengthening like the string on the balloon. 
 
Pupils copy the teacher and follow the sequence. Use a range of stimuli for each action - such as a seed growing 
upwards and shooting into flower this can be slow growth or quick growth.  The stimuli for the curling in and 
opening out could be being cold and wrapping into a warm coat, shivering to opening and growing as you get 
warmer with the sunshine. Balloons inflating and growing and growing until they pop to give the opportunity to 
help begin propulsion for jumps.  
 
Respond to different sounds and music extracts to guide any of the above actions, vary the tempo, use live 
percussion to help create different sounds helping them listen to different sounds. 
 
Pause and ask the pupils to explain how their movements changed in response to the music/accompaniment.  Get 
the pupils describing different movement qualities (dynamics) - smooth, sharp, light, heavy, try to link the body 
curling inwards and opening out to the sustained control needed to rise and fall from crouching to stretching. 
 
Perform each travelling action then pupils dance sequence 2 with the teacher. Try walking /running forwards and 
rising up, running backwards and lowering down towards the floor, rising upwards on the spot and turning to the 
right with arms opening to the side. Move on to turning to the left with arms moving from reaching to the side then 
lifting above the head. Differentiate with the whole travelling sequence by repeating the running on different 
tempos, moving forwards and backwards with the arms lifting and lowering and with the turning use no arms then 
help pupils to learn turn and include arm actions too.  
 
Keep this sequence to moving on a straight pathway forwards and backwards. Use images as stimuli for travelling 
the floppy clown moving backwards and forwards, the birds soaring upwards as they move through the sky, the 
firework shooting upwards quickly, the tide moving and out across the beach. 
 
Repeat and refine control on their own then ask them to join in pairs to dance together. Help pupils practice trying 
to keep in time with each other and develop their spatial awareness of how they are moving close to and with a 
partner. Allow children to watch each other either in pairs or as a whole class and guide them describing how other 
pupils move, why it was good and what children need to try and do to make the movement better. Explain why 



pupils need to be quiet and concentrate when watching each other dance to set the expectations about what it 
means to be an audience. 
 
Teacher can set a further sequence of a combination of all movement differentiated depending on pace. Ensure 
pupils are refining and repeating basic movement sequences before adding additional challenge such as moving 
along different pathways. 
 
Cool down- walking around the studio in any direction not just as a whole class in one direction, slowing the heart 
rate down, encourage slower breathing, arms slowly stretching and falling and children gradually starting to move 
much slower down, explain why this is important. 
 
 

Link 2:   know how to transfer weight from one foot to another in dance 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle-  

‘Starting to dance’ - Exploring basic body movement and travelling, learning about warming up and cooling down. 

Pupils learn and develop how to control their own movement on the spot and travelling.  

Exploring how different body actions can show response to different climates - hot/cold, awakening/hibernating 
Transferring weight stepping over the cracks in the ice - stepping and striding, slippery surfaces and wobbling to 
treading uphill and climbing.  
Sliding our feet along the floor with toes leading so that the legs stretch out in front and help pupils take great 
strides - link to skiing, actions of skis  gliding. 
Moving with heavy body weight to show slow movement in hot climates, moving with light fluid actions, moving at 
speed to keep warm in cold climates, sharp actions when the feet touch the ice, quick lift actions (compare and 
contrast the slow moving polar bear, the sustained control of the zebra with the flitting and flicking actions of the 
penguins) 
Travelling patterns by sliding, gliding, striding, smooth surfaces on ice and snow, pathways of moving in a circle, 
forwards ad backwards in different ways 
 
 
 
 

Link 3:   know how gestures in dance can show reactions 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle-  

‘Starting to dance’ - Exploring basic body movement and travelling, learning about warming up and cooling down. 

Pupils learn and develop how to control their own movement on the spot and travelling.  

Using gestures to show reactions - standing on one leg flicking snow off your shoes, stamping the snow off your 
snow boots that are heavy so pupils learn about picking up their knees high and controlling the lifting of 1 leg then 
the next with a bent knee.  
Imagining sinking your feet into sand, get pupils feeling the floor, spreading their toes and feeling how to slide the 
feet along the floor. Show a slow descending into the floor to imagine lying on warm sand and get them to feel 
what it is like when we relax in the sunshine. 
Maps and pathways as stimuli for learning about meandering rivers, zig zag pathways up a steep mountain, 
diagonal pathways, pathways from the corner in straight line or curving pathway  In pairs - moving together 
in close proximity, moving apart and coming back together from a pathway/journey. 
In small groups or pairs learning to follow and lead the sequence of actions along  different pathways. Leading and 
following and learning about closing in tight together then moving away from others 
Develop pupils’ ability to choose a freeze frame starting position,  a linking of movements they develop themselves 
and ones from the teacher and then an ending tableau. 



Key dance work to use - Still Life at the Penguin Café choreographed by David Bintley, premiered in 1988 
performed by The Royal Ballet. Pupils could watch part of the  opening section in the cafe to describe the actions of 
the penguins and then contrast this with the first 2 minutes of the solo zebra section later in the work.  
 
 
 

Link 4:   know how to roll in dance in different situations 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle-  

‘Starting to dance’ - Exploring basic body movement and travelling, learning about warming up and cooling down. 

Pupils learn and develop how to control their own movement on the spot and travelling.  

Developing pupils’ ability to roll in different positions and move from the floor to standing.  
Revise pupils’ ability to choose a freeze frame starting position,  a linking of movements they develop themselves 
and ones from the teacher and then an ending tableau. 
 
 
  

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Contrast jumping and bouncing in dance 
Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle-  

‘Starting to dance’ - Exploring basic body movement and travelling, learning about warming up and cooling down. 

Pupils learn and develop how to control their own movement on the spot and travelling.  

Focus in jumping skills - learning how to jump from 2 to 2 feet, 1 to 2 and 2 to 1, 1 to the same. Link the jumping 
papers to earlier lessons - jumping in deep snow for example then having to stamp of the snow 
Develop control to sustain take-off and landing on bent knees, learning to sustain a balancing position both 
standing and balancing at floor level. 
Introduce freeze frame stillness - to hold a position and introduce balance.  Teachers leading sequences of travelling 
and balancing in different positions.  
Develop ability to move at speed then slowly move into and out of simple balances.  
 
Develop contrasting movement in pairs - one pupil using balance and sustaining quality the other pupil using 
staccato, quick jumping actions.   
Help pupils make choices about  directions to travel pathways  - direction forwards in a winding pathway  
contrasting with backwards in straight line.   
Learn to use different spatial relationships- jumping over, sliding under, hopping along, jumping around. 
Learn to have a pupil moving through the whole group while  balancing in a shape/s. 
Stimuli- fireworks and shooting stars, moving on the moon, imagery of bounce on a trampoline, key concepts of 
bouncing and sustaining balance, balancing on a piece of  playground equipment.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 1:  Summer  1 

Link 1:   know how to push a marble gauging distance from the weight of the push 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle 

Watch a video clip of mixed curling at the Olympics. Understand what they rules are of the game and what they 

need to do to score a point. Practise pushing a marble with a brush.  

Teach pupils how to gauge distance by the weight of their push, which push makes it go further, shorter?  

Learn from their mistakes and link this to building resilience and persistence. Practice in pairs trying to target a spot 

a few metres away.  

Learn how to measure the distance their ball lands from the target.  

Write an evaluation about how they could improve their technique.  

 

Link 2:   know how to get closer to a target area 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle 

Watch a video clip of mixed curling at the Olympics.  

Think about keeping their eyes on the target until they release the ball. Understand the idea of a target area. 

Practise throwing a bean bag into concentric hoops. Understand that they can score more points the closer to the 

centre that they throw. Calculate their score after 3 attempts.  

Learn how to measure how far their marble ends from the target. Try to improve their score by improving their 

techniques.  

Write an evaluation about how they could improve their technique.   

 

Link 3:   know why curlers sweep the area to make the path smoother 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle 

Watch a video clip of mixed curling at the Olympics.  

Play the target game with hoops and note any progress. Learn how to build resilience. Extend the distance to sweep 

their marble with a brush to around 5 metres.  

Discuss how they will need to change their throws/techniques for a longer distance.  

Learn about the role of the sweeper and in fours, try to use the sweeper if they think a throw is not going far or fast 

enough.  

Measure the distance their marble is from the target.  

Write an evaluation about how well they have played curling.  

 
 



Linked curriculum learning objective:     play marbles focusing on getting as close to the target 

area as possible 

Watch two videos of marbles. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=marbles+1960s+game&&view=detail&mid=01F3A5D376475F3280D101F3A

5D376475F3280D1&&FORM=VRDGAR  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=marbles+games&qpvt=marbles+games&view=detail&mid=7C068CF0F741

271A39767C068CF0F741271A3976&&FORM=VRDGAR  

Play the curling version and then play the 1960s version in which the marbles start in the centre and the aim is to 

know them out.  

Learn how to play traditional marbles: To begin, the forty nine marbles are compressed into a circular "pack" at the 

middle of the ring. To decide who starts, the captain of each team "tolleys off" by holding their tolley to the tip of 

their nose and letting it drop into the ring.  The captain of the tolley that finishes closest to the edge of the ring 

without going outside the ring plays first. 

Players from the two teams take turns to shoot at the marbles in the ring.  Each shot must be taken with a knuckle 

touching the ring surface.  The tolley is placed in the crook of the index finger and the thumb then used to flick it in 

the appropriate direction.  Each turn starts with the tolley shot from the edge of the ring inwards.   Each marble that 

is knocked out of the ring scores for the team concerned.  If one or more marbles are knocked out of the ring and 

the tolley finishes within the ring, the player is entitled to another shot, the continuation shot being taken from 

wherever the tolley came to rest.  The turn continues until a shot fails to knock a marble outside the ring or the 

tolley finishes outside the ring. If a shot fails to knock a marble outside the ring and the players tolley finishes inside 

the ring, then the tolley remains within the ring until that player's turn comes around again.  This is to be avoided 

since it renders the tolley vulnerable to attack by the opposing team. 

If a tolley is knocked out of the ring by the opposing team, it is "killed".   A dead tolley is not removed from the 

game; instead the player is handicapped thereafter by having to "knuckle down".  This means each shot must be 

played in a more awkward position with the back of the hand touching the ground. 

Try Tell each other how they will improve their techniques. Evaluate what they have done and how they will play 

next time. Play the target game. Measure the distance of the hoop from the centre. Evaluate what they need to do 

to improve. Play curling game with a marble. Think about different tactics before they start playing. Use the tactics 

in the game. Evaluate the successes or not of the tactics.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=marbles+1960s+game&&view=detail&mid=01F3A5D376475F3280D101F3A5D376475F3280D1&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=marbles+1960s+game&&view=detail&mid=01F3A5D376475F3280D101F3A5D376475F3280D1&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=marbles+games&qpvt=marbles+games&view=detail&mid=7C068CF0F741271A39767C068CF0F741271A3976&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=marbles+games&qpvt=marbles+games&view=detail&mid=7C068CF0F741271A39767C068CF0F741271A3976&&FORM=VRDGAR


Year 1:  Summer  2 

Link 1:   know how to hit a forehand 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Watch a video clip of men, women, disabled athletes playing table tennis and tennis.  

Learn how to hold the table tennis bat.  

Learn some basic ball handling techniques through frequent games e.g. tapping a ball up and down, carrying the 

ball on the bat/racquet etc.  

Understand the concept of forehand. Learn the stroke for forehand.  

Practise hitting the ball bouncing on the bat to get used to how bouncy the ball is and how hard or not they have to 

hit it.  

Understand that they need to build a rally with their partner which means not hitting the ball too hard.  

Understand that their shot needs to bounce on the other side of the table.  

Play some table tennis exercises.  

Learn how to hold the tennis racquet. Learn the stroke for forehand. Understand that they need to build a rally with 

their partner which means not hitting the ball too hard. Understand that their shot needs to bounce on the other 

side of the net.  

Play some tennis exercises.  

Write some sentences labelling the equipment.  

 

 

Link 2:   know how to hit a backhand 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Watch a video clip of men, women, disabled athletes playing table tennis and tennis.  

Revise the forehand stroke.  

Revise how to hold the table tennis bat.  

Understand the concept of back hand. Practise hitting the ball bouncing on the bat to get used to how bouncy the 

ball is and how hard or not they have to hit it.  

Understand that they need to build a rally with their partner which means not hitting the ball too hard.  

Understand that their shot needs to bounce on the other side of the table.  

Play some table tennis exercises.  

Learn how to hold the tennis racquet. Learn the stroke for backhand. Understand that they need to build a rally with 

their partner which means not hitting the ball too hard. Understand that their shot needs to bounce on the other 

side of the net.  

Play some tennis exercises.  



 

Link 3:   know how to hit a simple serve 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Watch a video clip of men, women, disabled athletes playing table tennis and tennis.  

Revise the forehand and backhand strokes.  

Revise how to hold the table tennis bat.  

Understand the concept of serve. Practise hitting the ball on their side of the net first when serving.  

Play some table tennis exercises.  

Revise how to hold the tennis racquet.  

Learn a simple modified serve e.g. with racquet resting on shoulder or underhand.  

Play some tennis exercises.  

 
 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play a simple table tennis and tennis game 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Revise the forehand and backhand and how to complete a simple serve. 

Learn how start a game by serving and then returning the ball. Learn how to score points and how the serve rotates 

between the players.  

Try playing small games.  

Write instructions about how to score a point.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


